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COMPANY OVERVIEW

Prime Build Construction provides general contracting, project management and 
shopfitting. Prime Build, based in New South Wales, Australia, has expertise in the 
retail, education, government and healthcare sectors.

HEADQUARTERS:
Riverstone, New
South Wales Australia

COMPANY TYPE:
General Contractor

COMPANY SIZE:
100 employees

Prime Build is a rapidly growing general contractor leveraging technology to handle 
dozens of projects across a large geographical area. Based in New South Wales, 
Australia, Prime Build was in the process of finding a solution to improve their 
workforce management and searching for a platform that could provide real-time 
information for scheduling and identifying resources at the regional and national 
level. 

A�er waiting on bloated Excel files to load during their weekly meetings, it was time 
for a change so they could understand what was happening across jobs in different 
states. “Resource management and forecasting has always been a huge challenge,” 
Director Tim Thompson says. “If you have ten people try to hop into a spreadsheet, 
it’s a recipe for disaster.”

Prime Build needed the ability to customize workforce management and realize 
savings with accurate, up-to-date information on a cloud-based platform. LaborChart 
was the digital solution they had been searching for. 

Prime Build and LaborChart spent several weeks working together to design a 
custom platform. The Excel file that threatened to crash their weekly meeting was 
replaced with a digital interface that let everyone work at their own pace, see 
projects in real-time and create real savings. Managers can now view and allocate 
available resources, while directors can make adjustments at the national level. 

THE PROBLEM

THE SOLUTION

THE RESULTS
By eliminating their Excel spreadsheet, Thompson estimates this one change saved 
Prime Build at least three to four hours every week. With LaborChart, they can now 
get a holistic view of their projects, plan for new work and more effectively onboard 
new employees. 

With this new ability, Prime Build is now able to forecast total resources by role 
several months in advance and enables a strong grasp on where and how people are 
being utilized so they can be more thoughtful on when to hire and how new hires are 
trained during their onboarding process. By utilizing the custom platform LaborChart 
was able to create, Prime Build not only realized real savings but also put themselves 
in a position for future growth. 

“If you get your resource management right, 
it gives you a competitive advantage.”
- Tim Thompson, Director


